Services to support your e-package access and
management needs — from acquisition to renewal
Maximize the value of your package content, work more efficiently, and better meet the
research needs of your users. EBSCO’s package management services work for you by…
Linking your users to content in e-packages
EBSCO SmartLinks+™ technology lets users link seamlessly from citations in EBSCOhost® databases to full-text
content in your e-packages.
Maintaining correct title lists
Title lists are reconciled and package changes are updated in real time to help you stay in control of licensed titles.
EBSCO works with consortia and publishers to ensure a correct list of titles for access.
Providing online management solutions
E-package changes, title list details, customizable reports, timely alerts, and more are available through EBSCONET®
Subscription Management.
Customizing invoices
Invoices can be tailored to your institution’s needs: title-by-title, lump-sum, or anything in between.
Management for all types of collections
Support is offered for a wide range of models — from traditional maintained-spend collections to single-price
database-type collections.
Streamlining renewals
Many collections can be viewed, worked, and renewed from a single online location via EBSCONET® E-Package
Renewals.
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Reduce the time you spend on renewals from several weeks to
just a few hours with EBSCONET® E-Package Renewals

In partnership with select publishers — Springer, Wiley, Taylor & Francis, and other industry
leaders — EBSCO offers a single Web-based interface that simplifies the e-package renewal
process for librarians, institutions, and consortia.

The Contract Summary page provides
information on previous- and current-year
spends and key license parameters that will
be important when working your renewal.

title list on which your pricing is based;
you can make changes to that list from
this page if allowed by your contract with
the publisher. Subsequent pages are
customized based on your license model
with the publisher (shown below).

Displayed pricing is customized based
on your agreement with the publisher.
Easily select the format you wish
to purchase.

The Available or Included Titles page
will display titles that can be added to
your package or titles that are included
with your package subscription.
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